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Instruction   Sheet  

 
Supplies   and   Tools  

 
 

▪ Glass   tiles   or   pattern   pieces  
▪ Framing   for   finished   project  
▪ Backing   surface  
▪ Glass   cutting   tools   –   optional  
▪ Scrap   glass   for   palettes  
▪ Stiff   sponges   for   cleaning  
▪ Assorted   plastic   containers  
▪ Mosaic   cutter   –   optional  

▪ Grinder   –   optional  
▪ Clear   silicone   
▪ Caulking   gun  
▪ Ceramic   tile   grout   for   walls  
▪ X-acto   knife   optional  

 
 

 
Materials  

 
BACKING   MATERIALS       Textured   glass   will   distort   the   look   of   the   glues   when   viewed   from   the  
back   of   the   project.    Mirror   can   be   used   to   reflect   light   through   transparent   glass   and   can   liven   up   the  
appearance   of   your   project.    Wood   will   be   seen   through   transparent   glass   and   may   change   the   colour   of  
your   glass.  
 
CERAMIC   TILE   GROUT      Available   in   many   colours,   buy   the   powdered   form   as   pre-mix   grout  
has   polymers   that   may   be   difficult   to   remove   from   the   glass   surface   during   clean   up.   
 
FRAMING   MATERIALS       Projects   must   be   framed   before   starting   to   give   you   an   edge   to   grout  
up   to.    Framing   later   is   problematic.    Glass   on   glass   projects   can   use   box   channel,   zinc   or   zipper   came  
depending   on   the   size   and   weight.  
 
PATTERNS       Existing   patterns   can   be   adapted   by   increasing   the   line   width   using   a   chisel-point  
poster   marker.    The   ideal   minimum   width   is   1/8   inch.  
 
MOSAIC   CUTTERS       Mosaic   cutters   are   used   to   make   square   or   triangular   shapes   and   can   also   be  
used   to   rough   cut   specific   shapes.     Glass   can   also   be   cut   with   a   traditional   cutter.  
 
GRINDER      Pieces   of   your   mosaic   should   be   ground   for   application   that   do   not   fill   the   whole   panel.  
You   may   choose   to   grind   them   for   shape   or   size.  



Application   to   Glass   or   Wood   with   Silicone  
 
1. Transfer   the   pattern   to   your   project   making   sure   that   any   pattern   lines   will   not   show   through   your  

finished   project.   
2. Squeeze   out   approximately   1   tablespoon   of   silicone   on   glass   palette   and   working   from   your   palette  

thinly   cover   a   small   area   of   the   surface   you   wish   to   mosaic.    Be   sure   you   take   the   tension   off   your  
caulking   gun   as   soon   as   you   are   finished   or   it   will   keep   pushing   out   silicone.   

3. Place   tiles   or   glass   pieces   on   silicone   and   firmly   press   into   position.    Once   in   position   do   not   move  
tiles   as   silicone   will   begin   to   scum   over   and   stretch   marks   will   appear   causing   air   pockets.    Be  
careful   not   to   raise   ridges   of   silicone   between   the   tiles,   as   there   will   be   no   room   for   grout   later.    Try  
to   keep   silicone   off   your   hands   and   the   top   surface   of   the   glass.   

4. Continue   working   in   small   sections   until   your   pattern   is   complete.   Let   project   sit   for   24   hours   for  
silicone   to   cure   before   applying   the   grout.  

5. Silicone   is   mostly   no   yellowing,   extremely   strong   and   transparent.    It   is   suitable   for   outdoor  
applications.  

Application   of   Grout  
Mix   grout   to   a   consistency   of   cornmeal   porridge;   you   can’t   really   go   wrong   here,   a   thinner   mixture   will  
work   just   as   well.   
1. Apply   to   surface   of   project   with   plastic   spatula   made   out   of   margarine   lid.    Fill   all   cracks   then   check  

pieces   from   all   angles   to   make   sure   you   haven’t   missed   any   spots.    Remove   excess   grout   with   a  
damp   sponge.  

2. Let   grout   dry   24   hours   or   so.   
3. Clean   tiles   with   stiff   sponge   and   water.   If   you   are   removing   too   much   grout   from   between   tiles   let  

grout   set   up   longer.    If   the   grout   is   so   dry   it   will   not   come   off   easily   soften   with   water   and   remove  
excess   with   your   chisel   point,   be   careful,   do   not   scratch   the   glass.   

4. Clean   with   dry   cloth.    Some   projects   may   require   two   applications   of   grout.    The   grout   will   cure   in  
about   a   week   and   will   become   harder   as   time   goes   by.    Surfaces   do   not   need   to   be   sealed   but   you  
may   do   so   if   using   light   coloured   grout.  
 

Things   to   Watch   Out   For  
1.    Silicone   on   surface   of   glass   is   difficult   to   remove.  
2.    Ridges   of   silicone   between   tiles   will   not   allow   grout   to   fill   in   evenly.  
3.   Air   pockets   in   the   glue   under   the   tiles   will   fill   with   grout.  
4.   Grout   should   cure   for   thirty   days   before   outdoor   installations.  
5.    Projects   may   be   sealed   with    Tilelab ,   a   surface   guard   penetrating   sealer   to   insure   water   resistance.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Application   of   Mac   Glue  

1.   Mac   Glue   dries   in   20   minutes   so   only   pour   out   a   small   amount   at   a   time   and   add   more  
as   required.    Wash   brushes   and   palette   before   adding   more   glue   because   the   glue   will   be  
setting   up.  
2.   Mac   Glue   is   water   soluble   for   clean   up   of   hands   and   brushes.   Once   dry   it   is   permanent  
and   will   not   rehydrate.   
3.   Pieces   can   be   coated   on   the   back   and   then   applied   or   be   placed   on   pre-glued   backing  
material.  
4.   Glue   goes   on   white   and   will   become   transparent   within   a   day   or   two.  
Apply   thin   coats   only.   Too   much   glue   may   not   dry   completely   clear.   
 


